Now You Can Clean Your Camera Like a Professional

Introducing the complete 25’ DomeCleaner PRO indoor/outdoor cleaning package from Dotworkz. The DomeCleaner quickly clears, cleans, and polishes all security camera exterior lenses and optical covers safely from the ground.

Features
- Works on all Indoor/Outdoor Mini Domes and Camera Housings
- Quick & Easy Lens Cleaning
- Prevents Lens Scratches
- Reduce Setup & Tear Down Times
- Avoids The Risks & Unnecessary Labor

Product Specs

Extension Pole (DW-EP25):
- 6’ (collapsed), 25’ length (extended) x 2” diameter
- Acme 3/4” - 5 Thread Type
- USA Standard Ext. Pole Thread
- 4.5 lbs / 2 kg
- Durable Light Weight Carbon Fiber

DomeWizard Cleaning Head (DW-CLNR-PRO):
- 14.25”x2.54”x2.54”
- ABS Thermo-Plastic
- 0.45lbs / 0.2 kgs
- Acme 3/4” - 5 Thread Type

DomeCleaner Mitts (DW-3MIT-PRO):
- Elasticized Microfiber Polyester / Polyamide Blend.
- Includes 3 Rewashable Mitts

Dotworkz Pro-Clean Lens Cleaning Solution (DW-SLTY):
- Non-Toxic, Non-Flammable.
- Formulated for CCTV Camera and Optically clear plastic lenses,

This Bundle Includes the Following:
(3) Rewashable DomeCleaner PRO Mitts (DW-3MIT-PRO)
(1) DomeWizard PRO Lens Cleaning Head (DW-CLNR-PRO)
(1) 25 Foot Extendable Extension Pole (DW-EP25)
(1) Dotworkz Pro-Clean Lens Cleaning Solution (DW-SLTN)

Shipping Specs
Shipping Weight: 9 lbs (4 kg)
Shipping Dimensions: 98”x 4”x 4”